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8. Guantánamo as Theatre:
Military Commissions as a Performance in the
Court of Public Opinion, 2003–20041
Fred L. Borch

Chief Prosecutor for Military Commissions:
‘Mr. Secretary, I can win these cases. But convictions are not what is important.
Rather, the only important trial is the trial in the court of public opinion.’
Deputy Defence Secretary Wolfowitz:
‘Do you really believe that?’2

8.1. Introduction
The decision to use military commissions to prosecute terrorists held at Guantánamo
Bay was premised on the idea that these men had committed war crimes that should
be tried by ‘war courts’.3 But the decision did not ignore the fact that the trials would
be a performance on the world stage in that, for the judicial proceedings to be a success,
the world must be persuaded that the terrorists received fair trials—and that justice
was done.
This chapter explores the ‘script’ written by the prosecution in order to win its
military commission cases in the court of public opinion. It focuses almost exclusively
on events in the military commission process between May 2003 and May 2004, because
during this twelve-month period public interest in military commissions was greatest,
if for no other reason than that military trials for terrorists appeared to be imminent.
It first ‘sets the stage’ by looking at the events leading up to the decision by President
George Bush to use military commissions to try Al Qaeda members. It then discusses
the ‘actors’ and ‘stage’ in the Guantánamo ‘play’ before examining the audience for the
‘performance’, i.e. the news media and public opinion.4 The chapter then looks at the
first cases selected for prosecution and the prosecution’s theory of criminal liability,
and how these were part of the effort to shape public opinion. A discussion of the
death penalty as a possible sentence follows. Finally, this chapter raises a number of
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performance mistakes that occurred in the Guantánamo process in the period under
consideration, and concludes with a brief analysis and critique of these early military
commissions as theatre, including some comments on their judicial, political and
social impact.

8.2. Setting the Stage
Early in the morning on 11 September 2001, fifteen Saudi Arabians and four Egyptians
boarded four commercial airliners. Two of the aircraft took off from Boston. The
third flight departed from Newark, and the fourth flight left from Washington, dc,
for Los Angeles. At 8:46 a.m. and 9:03 a.m., the two Boston aircraft crashed into the
north and south towers, respectively, of the World Trade Center in New York City.
At 9:38 a.m., the Washington, dc, flight struck the Pentagon, destroying a portion
of the building. The remaining Newark flight crashed into a rural area southeast
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, at 10:10 a.m. By mid-morning, when both World Trade
Center towers had collapsed, the death toll—including the airline passengers—was
2,753 killed in Manhattan and 189 killed in Washington, dc. The victims came from
more than ninety countries from around the world.5
Within days of the terrorist attacks, the us government had identified Osama
bin Laden and his Al Qaeda (‘the Base’) network as responsible for the 9/11 attacks.
The nineteen Al Qaeda hijackers had entered the United States legally (on student
or tourist visas) and, while they kept to themselves, tried to fit in as Americans to
avoid any suspicion (e.g. they drank alcoholic beverages in bars). In formulating
their plan of attack over a period of years, some of the terrorists took flying training
at civilian schools. This rudimentary instruction was sufficient to allow them to
pilot the American and United Airlines planes after they killed the commercial pilots
or otherwise overpowered the crews. While bin Laden did not claim immediate
responsibility, he released videotapes praising the 9/11 hijackers, and also threatened
more attacks against America.6
After the Taliban as the de facto government of Afghanistan refused us demands to
surrender Osama bin Laden and Al Qaeda operatives, the United States launched air
strikes against Afghanistan in October 2001. These air operations were followed by
ground combat involving us and Allied soldiers and marines. By mid-2002, Taliban
and Al Qaeda forces had been driven from most areas of Afghanistan.7
In the meantime, one month after hostilities in Afghanistan had commenced,
President George W. Bush announced that Al Qaeda’s attacks on the United States
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had ‘created a state of armed conflict’ and that the ‘extraordinary emergency’ arising
out of this new ‘war against terrorism’ required a number of extraordinary decisions.
Consequently, the president proclaimed in his ‘Military Order of November 13,
2011’, that he was taking the following actions. First, any Al Qaeda member or
international terrorist falling into us hands would ‘be detained at an appropriate
location’. Second, President Bush announced that, having determined that a state
of armed conflict existed, these detainees would ‘be tried by military commission for
any and all offenses … that such individual is alleged to have committed’.8 According
to Bush’s military order, these terrorists must be prosecuted by a military commission
because only trial by a military tribunal would ‘protect the United States and its
citizens’, ensure ‘effective conduct of military operations’ and prevent future terrorist
attacks.9
This view—that a military commission was the only appropriate tribunal at
which to prosecute Al Qaeda terrorists—was a radical change in the us government’s
perspective on terrorist acts. Prior to 9/11, the United States had insisted that attacks by
international terrorists were criminal acts, and that the United States would prosecute
these crimes in federal civilian court.10 The magnitude of damage and loss of life on
9/11, however, caused President Bush to decide that these terrorist attacks against
America and its citizens could no longer be categorised as criminal offences to be
prosecuted in civilian courts. Rather, the nature of Al Qaeda’s attack11 meant that
the United States was engaged in a ‘war against terrorism’, and that terrorist acts
were war crimes that should be prosecuted by a special war court, i.e.the military
commission.12
While President Bush personally decided that the military commission would
now be the proper forum at which to prosecute Al Qaeda and other international
terrorists, it is unlikely that he had the idea of using a military legal framework. What
is known is that the idea for the Military Order of 13 November 2001 originated in the
White House, and that the principal author was on the president’s or vice-president’s
staff. This person was also familiar with American legal history, as key language used
in Bush’s order was borrowed from the procedural rules for a military commission
created by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in the early months of World War ii.
To recall: on 2 July 1942, after eight Germans who had landed by submarine in
New Jersey and Florida were caught before they could accomplish a sabotage mission
on American soil, Roosevelt proclaimed that ‘all persons who are subjects … of any
nation at war with the United States’ and who set foot in the United States in an
attempt to commit ‘acts of sabotage, espionage, hostile or warlike acts’, would be
tried by a military commission.13 While Roosevelt also announced that same day in
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a related military order that the commission had the power to make its own rules
‘for the conduct of the proceedings’, and that the commission might consider any
evidence that had ‘probative value to a reasonable man’, Roosevelt also stated that the
German defendants must receive a ‘full and fair trial’.14 Since this same evidentiary
standard and the ‘full and fair trial’ language appears in Bush’s Military Order of
13 November 2001,15 there is little doubt that the author of the military order was
using the trial of the German u-boat saboteurs as a template.
The White House saw the u-boat military commission as an attractive model for at
least three reasons. First, Roosevelt (relying on his authority as commander-in-chief)
had created a military commission that had met in secret, determined the guilt of
eight Germans defendants, and sentenced most of them to death—all in less than five
weeks.16 This speedy process appealed to President Bush and his advisors because it
ensured that Al Qaeda members and other terrorists who attacked the United States
could expect swift and certain punishment. A speedy process would also deter others
contemplating a future attack on America.
The second reason that the Roosevelt model was an attractive precedent was that
it was a sort of ‘rough justice’. Terrorists would get a trial that would be ‘full and
fair’ but justice would not be perverted by evidentiary and procedural safeguards
that, while appropriate for civilian defendants, had no place in a trial of international
terrorists who were guilty of war crimes. This explains why, in announcing that Al
Qaeda members and other terrorists would be prosecuted at a military commission,
Bush expressly stated that ‘given the danger to the safety of the United States and
the nature of international terrorism’, he had personally determined that it was not
‘practicable to apply in military commissions … the principles of law and the rules
of evidence generally recognized in the trial of criminal cases in the United States
district courts’.17
Third and finally, the creation of a military tribunal by the president—using his
powers as commander in chief under Article ii of the Constitution18—meant that the
commission’s work would be unfettered by legal precedent that had developed in
us civilian courts governed by Article iii of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights
contained in the first ten Amendments.19 For example, evidence obtained by coercion
was admissible, as was hearsay, even though these would be barred in a civilian court.
The defendant had a right to be represented by legal counsel at the commission, but
only after that defence lawyer had been approved by the government. That same
defendant could be convicted and sentenced to life in jail on a vote of two-thirds of the
commission members; the unanimous vote required in American civilian criminal
proceedings was not applicable to a tribunal created under Article ii.20 Finally, there
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was no appeal to a civilian court; President Bush personally would review the record
and make any final decision, unless he delegated this authority to the Secretary of
Defence.21

8.3. The Actors and the Stage
Since Bush’s Military Order required that he personally approve the prosecution of a
terrorist at the military commission, the President himself was a key ‘actor’, with
a leading role in the Guantánamo performance. So, too, was Secretary of Defence
Donald Rumsfeld, who was given considerable authority in the military commission
framework created by the Military Order. But, when Rumsfeld later delegated
his responsibilities in the legal process to Deputy Secretary of Defence Dr. Paul
D. Wolfowitz, the latter became a key player, since Wolfowitz was now required
to decide on a number of key issues.22 These included issuing orders and regulations
that would establish procedures for a commission to follow in any trial of any alleged
terrorist; determining the number and identity of Guantánamo detainees to be
recommended for prosecution; after the president had approved the trial of one or
more detainees, when the trials should start; and which military officers would be
appointed to serve as jurors to decide guilt or innocence and determine an appropriate
sentence.23
At the direction of Secretary Rumsfeld (and later Secretary Wolfowitz), Mr William J.
‘Jim’ Haynes ii,24 the Department of Defence’s top lawyer, began working on various
orders that would govern the operation of the military commission. Haynes also
began searching for Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps lawyers to take part in
the new military commission framework. While senior uniformed lawyers from all
the services were considered, Haynes ultimately chose Army Colonel Frederic L. ‘Fred’
Borch to be the Chief Prosecutor, and Air Force Colonel William ‘Will’ Gunn to serve
as Chief Defense Counsel for the military commissions. Both Borch and Gunn then
began selecting military lawyers for their staffs. While these men and women were
selected for their top-notch legal skills, both Colonels Borch and Gunn recognised
that the lawyers selected to join their respective teams would be performing in the
courtroom and would be the ‘face’ of their respective efforts. Borch, for example,
selected Navy Commander Scott Lang as the Deputy Chief Prosecutor, in part because
Lang had obtained a special advanced university degree in trial advocacy that included
acting lessons. In the Anglo-American judicial system, the requirement to convince a
jury of non-legally trained people that a defendant is guilty requires a prosecutor to
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present a narrative of the crime and the events surrounding it—and telling such a
story is best done by a prosecutor who develops a theme and presents his evidence in
a compelling and persuasive manner. Lang’s special trial advocacy training would
ensure that the prosecution’s performance was first-rate.25
There were six more actors in the Guantánamo performance: Salim Hamdan,
Ibrahim al Qosi, Ali Hamza al Bahlul, David Hicks, Moazzam Begg, Feroz Abbasi.
They joined the troupe when President Bush selected them as the first defendants
on 3 July 2003.26 More on why these six men were chosen for the play can be learned
below, in the discussion about choosing the first cases for prosecution.
Finally, although not on the Guantánamo stage, Osama bin Laden must be
considered an actor in the Guantánamo play, since his efforts had caused 9/11 and
he was present in the minds of everyone participating in the military commission
process. The fact that bin Laden was off-stage did not make him any less important to
the Guantánamo performance,27 especially as one of the prosecution’s aims was to
educate the public about the evil caused by international terrorism generally and Al
Qaeda in particular.
As for the location of the stage, it soon became clear that it would be in Cuba,
where the United States had ‘perpetual’ possession of a small area of land.28 This
was because shortly after the publication of the ‘Military Order of November 13,
2001’, the United States announced that it would detain those individuals covered by
the order at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba; the first twenty detainees arrived in January
2002.29 With the individuals subject to the jurisdiction of the Military Order located
in Cuba, it only made sense to hold the impending trials there. Moreover, this location
also ensured that there was adequate security for all parties to the proceedings, as
Guantánamo’s geographic isolation made it difficult, if not impossible, for people
wanting to disrupt the trials to travel there. At the same time, Guantánamo’s location
outside the United States meant that the us Article iii civilian judges probably would
not have jurisdiction over the military commission proceedings. As a result, the judges
could not entertain petitions from the terrorist defendants or hear actions filed by
civil libertarians desiring to halt or disrupt the process.

8.4. Audience: Media and Public Opinion
From the first day he reported for duty as Chief Prosecutor, Borch began preparing to
speak to the news media. As the public face of the prosecution efforts, he knew that he
would soon be asked by magazine, newspaper, radio and television reporters to sit for
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interviews, and that the Defence Department expected him to be able to explain to
the American people and the world at large that the trial of the terrorists by a military
commission was the right thing to do—both morally and legally.
To assist Borch in his public role, the Public Affairs Office at the Department
of Defense (DoD) arranged for him to have media training ordinarily reserved for
high profile DoD officials. This included classes on how to develop a theme for each
interview, and mock question-and-answer sessions with intentionally aggressive
questioners. The focus was on finding the right message for the prosecution efforts,
and then getting that message out to the public through the news media.30
Borch decided that the principal theme of the prosecution would be ‘full and
fair trial’ and he wanted these four words to be a ‘Greek Chorus’31 that would be
picked up by the general public and the media in particular. But there were five other
messages—of varying importance—that Borch wanted to deliver to the public, too.
First, that Al Qaeda members should be tried by a military commission rather than in
civilian courts because the United States was at war with Al Qaeda and its attacks were
war crimes that should be tried in war tribunals. Second, that military commissions
would be useful because they would educate the public about the dangers of terrorism.
Third, that the military commission would serve the criminal justice purposes of
retribution, punishment and deterrence. Those tried and punished by a military
commission would satisfy a desire, if not a need, for revenge for the evil that befell the
United States on 9/11; quick and severe punishment also would deter other terrorists
from attacking Americans. Fourth, that military commissions would provide an
alternative legal and moral basis for long-term detention of terrorists. Fifth and
finally, that the military tribunals held in Cuba would support intelligence collection
efforts (and therefore the war effort against Al Qaeda).

8.5. Selecting the First Cases for Prosecution
While the message for the military commission process was ‘full and fair trial’,
the theme for the first cases for prosecution was that each defendant was a ‘true
believer’32 who was fanatically committed to the depths of his soul to either Al Qaeda
or its terrorist goals, or both. The prosecution ultimately recommended to Secretary
Wolfowitz that he request President Bush to designate six Guantánamo detainees
as defendants in the first military commissions. Each of the six men selected for
prosecution fitted into the true believer theme; all had met with bin Laden or were his
close associates, or else had met bin Laden and supported his terrorist goals.
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Salim Ahmed Hamdan was a Yemeni citizen whose close personal association with
bin Laden made him an ideal defendant. Hamdan had joined Al Qaeda in 1996, when
he travelled to Afghanistan with the express purpose of joining bin Laden’s military
group of holy warriors. Hamdan ultimately took an oath of personal loyalty (‘bayat’)
to bin Laden, picked up and delivered weapons, and finally joined bin Laden’s inner
circle as a chauffeur, mechanic and bodyguard. In late November 2001, Hamdan was
captured by a group of Afghan warlords near the Pakistani border and turned over to
the United States for a $5,000 bounty.
While these facts alone were sufficient to convict Salim Hamdan in a trial, Borch
immediately saw that Hamdan was the perfect first case for the government. Unlike
many Al Qaeda members, who had never met, Hamdan was intimately familiar with
him, and had freely admitted during questioning at Guantánamo that he had worked
directly for bin Laden. Additionally, unlike many jihadists, who had joined Al Qaeda
after 1999, Hamdan had served bin Laden since 1996—which meant that Hamdan was
a member of bin Laden’s inner sanctum during the 1998 attacks on the us embassies in
Kenya and Tanzania, the 2000 bombing of the uss Cole, and the 9/11 attacks. Hamdan’s
should be the first case to be prosecuted because his trial would allow the United
States to tell the story of Al Qaeda’s evil-doing through the narrative of a man who not
only had Osama bin Laden’s trust and confidence, but had breathed the same air and
eaten the same food as the ‘prince of darkness’. Since one of the prosecution’s goals
was to educate the public about Al Qaeda as a force for evil, Hamdan’s narrative was
ideal.33
Ali Hamza Ahmad Sulayman al Bahlul, also a Yemeni citizen, was selected as one of
the six defendants because his misdeeds likewise fitted into the prosecution’s overall
theme. Under questioning at Guantánamo, al Bahlul had boasted that he worked
as bin Laden’s bodyguard and as his media secretary. From late 1999 to December
2001, al Bahlul had used his computer skills to create ‘instructional and motivational
recruiting video tapes’ for Al Qaeda, and thereby act as a mouthpiece for bin Laden’s evil
designs.34 One of these tapes was an internet-based video that glorified the October
2000 suicide attack on the uss Cole, which had killed 17 American sailors. The video
combined film footage of the damaged warship with calls by bin Laden for jihad
against America.
Like Hamdan, al Bahlul also was a trusted member of bin Laden’s inner circle, and
had been with him on 11 September 2001. During questioning, al Bahlul revealed that
bin Laden had asked him to set up a satellite connection on 11 September so that he
and other Al Qaeda members ‘could see news reports’.35 In the weeks immediately
following the 9/11 attacks, bin Laden tasked al Bahlul with obtaining media reports
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about the attacks, and ‘gather[ing] data concerning the economic damage caused by
these attacks’.36
Al Bahlul was proud of his affiliation with Al Qaeda and, as he later proclaimed, ‘I
will never deny any actions I did along with bin Laden fighting you and your allies,
the Jews.’37 While in custody in Cuba, al Bahlul also continued to insist that, if given
the opportunity, he would kill innocent Christians and Jews. Perhaps the best proof of
his evil intent was the statement he made to interrogators at Guantánamo Bay:
I wish it had been me as the hijacker who went into the World Trade Center. I hope
you Americans kill me as this will anger Usama bin Laden and there will be greater
retribution. I can be a double martyr.38

The entire prosecution team believed that when a military commission jury heard
this statement, any feelings of sympathy they might have for al Bahlul—or concerns
about his guilt—would evaporate instantly.
Born in Sudan, Ibrahim Ahmed Mahmoud al Qosi also was a good choice for an
early trial. He, too, was a long time bin Laden lieutenant; al Qosi had joined Al Qaeda
in 1989 while the organisation was located in Sudan. Initially, al Qosi had served as a
messenger, and passed information between members of terrorist cells operating in
that country; al Qosi also provided food, shelter and clothing for these terrorists.
In 1990, al Qosi travelled from Sudan to Afghanistan, where he received training in
military tactics and weapons. After participating for a period of time in the fighting
in Afghanistan, al Qosi became an accountant in Al Qaeda’s Mektabh al Muhassiba
(accounting office) in Pakistan. From 1992 until 1994, he was put in charge of managing
donated money and distributing it for salaries, travel and support of Al Qaeda
operations, including terrorist training camps in Afghanistan. In the mid-1990s,
after a failed assassination attempt on bin Laden in Sudan, al Qosi was handpicked to
serve as a member of bin Laden’s newly formed bodyguard.39
As for Australian-born David Matthew Hicks, his case was attractive because
English was his mother tongue and he was cooperative. Although Hicks insisted
that he had never been an Al Qaeda member (he admitted only to membership of
Lashkar-e-Tayyiba (‘Army of the Righteous’)), there was proof that he had attended an
Al Qaeda-run camp in Afghanistan, where he ‘trained in weapons familiarization and
firing, land mines, topography, field movements, and basic explosives’.40 Hicks claimed
to have engaged in hostile military operations against India and, after the 9/11 attacks,
he had returned to Afghanistan to rejoin his Al Qaeda associates. Hicks was captured
by Northern Alliance forces and turned over to us personnel for a $ 1,000 bounty.41
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While Borch believed there was sufficient evidence to convict Hicks at a military
commission, and recommended that Hicks be one of the first six defendants, Borch
rejected the idea of bringing Hicks to trial quickly. His chief reason was that Hicks’ was
not the face of terrorism. As a white Australian with very fair skin and blue eyes, Hicks
did not look like what the American public considered a typical Al Qaeda member
and, if a goal of the prosecution was to educate the public about the danger posed
by terrorists, a defendant at this stage of the process needed to look like the men
responsible for hijacking and mass murder on September 11.
In contrast to Hicks, Moazzem Begg and Feroz Abbasi were good first cases for
trial because both defendants spoke fluent English and, as men of Pakistani descent,
looked like the typical Al Qaeda member.
Both men had admitted under interrogation at Guantánamo that they had
trained at Al Qaeda-run military camps in Afghanistan, and had received training
in close combat tactics, individual and crew-served weapons, and explosives. Begg
and Abbasi also freely admitted that they were Al Qaeda members and supported
that organisation’s goal of carrying out terrorist attacks on Western targets. But, as
will be explained, the selection of Abbasi and Begg was a mistake, because their uk
citizenship would later cause significant disruptions in the prosecution’s performance
strategy.
One other possible defendant who, like Hicks, Abbasi and Begg, spoke English
was Canadian-born Omar Khadr. Khadr admitted that he had killed a us Special
Forces soldier and was unrepentant about this homicide. This made him an attractive
candidate for prosecution. But Borch decided that he would not try Khadr because
Khadr had been fifteen years old at the time of the killing and his legal status as
a juvenile almost certainly would cause the Canadian government to oppose the
prosecution. Ultimately, it was a cost-benefit analysis, and Colonel Borch decided that
Canadian resistance and possible negative publicity in the court of public opinion was
not worth the value of bringing Khadr before a Guantánamo tribunal, at least during
Act i of the play.

8.6. Prosecution Strategy and Theory of Criminal Liability
As soon as the prosecutorial cast was selected and assembled, the prosecutors developed
their trial strategy.42 This included the details of the trials themselves, such as
determining which terrorists detained in Cuba should be tried first (and in what order),
which offences should be charged, and whether the death penalty was appropriate. Of
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paramount concern was articulating a theory of criminal liability that would permit
the military commission to find the terrorists guilty of war crimes. Additionally, it
was imperative that this theory of liability be conveyed to the commission’s panel
members and the public if the tribunals were to win in the court of public opinion.
After some discussion, the prosecutors adopted this basic theory of criminal
liability: (1) that each of the six defendants had participated in a common criminal
enterprise to attack civilians, destroy civilian property, commit murder while
concealing themselves amongst the population, and terrorise governments and
peoples with the aim of acquiring power and changing the political order and; (2)
that each of the defendants had committed one or more acts in furtherance of this
enterprise.
While President Bush’s Military Order was a direct result of Al Qaeda attacks on
New York City and Washington, dc, the prosecution team was careful to adopt a theory
of criminal liability that did not require a defendant to be an Al Qaeda member in
order to participate in the conspiracy. While it was probable that most defendants who
would ultimately appear before a military commission would be affiliated in some
way with bin Laden, Bush’s Military Order clearly stated that any non-us citizen who
‘engaged in, aided or abetted, or conspired to commit acts of international terrorism’
could be prosecuted.43 By way of example, the fact that David Hicks denied being a
member of Al Qaeda, but admitted receiving extensive training in marksmanship,
small team tactics, and intelligence gathering in training camps run by Al Qaeda in
Afghanistan meant that any comprehensive theory of criminal liability must be built
around a conspiracy that was larger than Al Qaeda, i.e. that could include Al Qaeda
without being limited to it.
A diagram (see figure 8.1 on page 356) illustrating the prosecution theory of
liability showed the scope of the conspiracy theory as a dotted line, with bin Laden
(‘ubl’) and his associates (‘Shura Council/ubl Inner Circle’) as full participants in
the conspiracy. Members of other terrorist organisations—the Abu Sayyaf Group,44
Jemaah Islamiyah,45 Lashkar-e-Tayyiba,46 Egyptian Islamic Jihad,47 Armed Islamic
Group (gia)48 and the Taliban—could be part of the conspiracy too.49 However, the
diagram showed that not all members of Al Qaeda or other terrorist organisations
necessarily were part of the conspiracy; this was an intentional decision on the part
of Borch, who wanted to avoid making mere membership a crime. Borch’s decision
reflected the strong precedent in Anglo-American jurisprudence against ‘guilt by
association’, i.e., status alone is not a criminal offence.50
Of almost equal importance to formulating a conspiracy theory was selecting the
actual crimes with which the Al Qaeda terrorists would be charged. While Military
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Figure 8.1: Diagram showing prosecution theory of terrorist conspiracy

Commission Instruction No. 2, Crimes and Elements for Trials by Military Commission,51
listed more than thirty possible offences, the prosecutors decided to charge each
defendant with conspiracy to commit five offences: attacking civilians, attacking
civilian targets, murder, destruction of property, and terrorism.
Al Bahlul, for example, was charged with ‘willfully and knowingly’ joining
‘an enterprise of persons’ consisting of bin Laden, Dr. Ayman al Zawahari,52 and
other ‘associates of the Al Qaeda organisation, known and unknown’. Al Bahlul then
conspired with the persons in this enterprise and shared ‘a common criminal purpose’
to commit the five offences listed above.
What followed in the text of the charging document (or indictment) was a list
of overt acts that al Bahlul and other conspirators had committed in order to bring
about the aims of their criminal enterprise. These included training at Al Qaedasponsored training camps in Afghanistan and taking an oath of allegiance to bin
Laden, which affirmed a willingness to perform any act requested by bin Laden.
For al Bahlul specifically, overt acts performed by him included creating a uss Cole
video to recruit, motivate and inspire Al Qaeda members and others to commit
violent attacks against the United States and serving as a bodyguard for Osama bin
Laden.
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The theme in the al Bahlul case was that he was a true believer who had protected
evil (as bin Laden’s bodyguard), spread evil (through his media work) and continued
to want to do evil (as evidenced by his statement that he wished he had participated in
the 9/11 attacks). In presenting its case against al Bahlul, the prosecution’s ‘script’—the
way it would present its evidence to the jury—would be written to support and develop
these themes.
A final point: the criminal enterprise that al Bahlul and the other defendants had
joined was prosecutable as a war crime because the men were engaged in an armed
conflict, yet had no lawful basis for their actions under international humanitarian
law or other the laws of war. As Professor Gary D. Solis explains in his authoritative
treatise The Law of Armed Conflict, there are ‘only two categories of individuals on
the battlefield: combatants and civilians’. The law gives immunity from criminal
liability only to combatants who are members of the armed forces of a nation-state;
civilians who take part in hostilities have no immunity ‘for their violent conduct
and can be tried and punished under civil law for their belligerent acts’. It follows
that terrorists belonging to groups like Al Qaeda, having no association with any
nation-state, enjoy no combatant privilege, and a terrorist who kills a soldier is an
unprivileged belligerent or unlawful combatant who is guilty of murder.53

8.7. Desisting from Asking for Death Penalties
Early in the military commission process, Borch informed Secretary Wolfowitz that he
would not seek the death penalty for the first six defendants. This was Borch’s decision
to make as the top prosecutor, and no one attempted to change his mind. While Borch
personally believed that the death penalty was an appropriate punishment—and that
some of the defendants might deserve it—he understood that much of the world,
especially European public opinion, was hostile to the death penalty. If the prosecution
announced that the defendants faced a capital sentence, the risk was that the military
commission process would become an argument about the morality of the death
sentence instead of a discussion about the evils of terrorism and the guilt of those
being prosecuted for war crimes. Not willing to run this risk—and perhaps damage
his chances of winning in the court of public opinion—Borch took the death penalty
off the table.
There were other reasons to avoid the death penalty in the first six cases. There
was every reason to think that some of the defendants desired martyrdom, and
consequently wanted to be put to death. It follows that removing capital punishment
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from the process would undercut public sympathy for Al Qaeda by depriving the
defendants of any prestige that might be gained from a death sentence. There was also
another, albeit less important, reason to remove the death penalty from consideration:
Borch believed that Colonel Gunn and his defence counsel would fight much harder if
their clients faced a death sentence; taking the ultimate punishment away might
encourage a more cooperative attitude and even a willingness to advise their clients to
plead guilty in return for an agreed upon sentence.

8.8. Performance Mistakes
The prosecution made three major performance mistakes between May 2003 and May
2004, all of which affected the timing of the ‘opening’ of the play.54 First, it failed to
understand the depth of British government opposition to the trial of two British
citizens, Moazzam Begg and Feroz Abbasi. Attempts to overcome this opposition
delayed the trial of all defendants for months—thus damaging the overall prosecution
efforts. Second, the prosecution was never able to overcome opposition from those
within the Bush administration who believed that there was no good reason to
prosecute Al Qaeda terrorists at military commissions. This opposition delayed the
start of the trials—ensuring that there was no performance for months. Third and
finally, Borch failed to convince Secretary Wolfowitz and others that the actual results
of the trial in the courtroom, while important, paled in significance when balanced
against the need to win in the court of public opinion.55
While Abbasi and Begg were ideal defendants because they spoke English and
their trial would have proceeded without the aid of a translator, Lord Peter Goldsmith,
the United Kingdom’s Attorney General, decided that the two men could not be tried
at a military commission because there were not sufficient guarantees that they
would receive a fair trial. At first, Goldsmith voiced these concerns privately, but
he then began making public statements about his unhappiness with the military
commission process. The Defence Department General Counsel, Jim Haynes, tried to
convince Goldsmith that Abbasi and Begg would enjoy a fair trial, and Haynes and
a team of lawyers even flew to London to meet face-to-face with Goldsmith. But it
was to no avail. Nothing Haynes said satisfied the British government’s concerns.
Goldsmith would not compromise and his public pronouncement that a military
commission ‘did not offer sufficient guarantees of a fair trial’56 for the two uk citizens,
meant that American efforts to prosecute Abbasi and Begg collapsed. For political
reasons, the United States could not prosecute the men in the face of official British
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opposition, and ultimately both Abbasi and Begg were released from Guantánamo
(and returned to the United Kingdom). While this left four defendants still facing
trial, valuable time had been lost.
A further shortcoming in the performance was the failure to convince Secretary
Wolfowitz and others in leadership roles that military commissions needed to start
soon or the United States risked ‘losing’ the trial in the court of public opinion.
While the Chief Prosecutor repeatedly argued that the trial should go forward as soon
as possible, others with great credibility argued the opposite. Former us Attorney
General William ‘Bill’ Barr,57 for example, argued vociferously against the trials—more
than once in the presence of Borch. Barr insisted that there was no reason to try the
detainees and advised Secretary Wolfowitz that he and the Bush administration should
simply detain these alleged terrorists for the duration of the war—just as the United
States had done with German and Italian prisoners of war in World War ii. Given
Barr’s stature in the government—as a first class lawyer who had been the country’s
Attorney General—it was perhaps to be expected that Barr had more credibility with
Paul Wolfowitz than did a career military lawyer with whom both Wolfowitz and the
public were less familiar.
Particularly telling was a Pentagon conversation between Borch and Wolfowitz
in late July 2003, after Rumsfeld had delegated his responsibilities as Appointing
Authority to Wolfowitz and after the president had selected the first six defendants
for prosecution. Secretary Wolfowitz began by asking if Borch could guarantee that
the prosecution would win every case it brought to trial. Colonel Borch answered
‘no’, in that victory at trial could not be assured because of the nature of the process
and the unpredictability of any jury. But Borch told Wolfowitz that the prosecution
had selected good solid cases and that there was every reason to expect good results.
Then Borch said, ‘Mr. Secretary, I can win these cases. But convictions are not what is
important. Rather, the only important trial is the trial in the court of public opinion.’
This provoked a sceptical look from Wolfowitz, and the response, ‘Colonel, do you
really believe that?’58
How can Wolfowitz’s reticence to move forward with the military commissions be
explained? A producer wants to be certain of ‘good reviews’ from the critics before
launching a play. Paul Wolfowitz was no different: he was ultimately accountable to
both Rumsfeld and Bush for the success of the Guantánamo performance. Just as a
producer is ultimately responsible for what happens in the theatre when the lights go
out and the actors take the stage, politicians too are accountable for their decisions. It
is likely that Wolfowitz decided that the uncertainty surrounding the process made it
too risky to move ahead, despite the urgings of the Chief Prosecutor.
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8.9. Denouement: Comments, Criticisms and ‘Loose Ends’
In 2004, Salim Hamdan’s defence counsel filed a writ of habeas corpus in the us
District Court in Washington, dc, challenging the lawfulness of his detention in
Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. Ultimately, Hamdan v. Rumsfeld59 reached the us Supreme
Court, which decided in June 2006 that the military commission process created by
Bush’s Military Order of 13 November violated both us and international law. While
the court was careful not to rule that the President lacked authority under Article ii of
the us Constitution to create a military commission framework, it did decide that
the process created by Bush’s Military Order was deficient because it violated both
the Uniform Code of Military Justice (created by the us Congress to govern courts
martial) and the Geneva Conventions.
The decision in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld meant the end of the legal framework created
by the President using his authority as commander-in-chief and resulted in the us
Congress creating an entirely new military commission process by statute in the
Military Commissions Act of 2006.60 That legislation, amended by Congress in 2009,61
now controls the structure of military commissions taking place in Guantánamo
today.
This legislative response to Hamdan v. Rumsfeld has completely remade the process.
The legal basis for its existence flows from Article i of the Constitution rather than
from Article ii. Significant changes adopted by Congress—in order to satisfy the
Supreme Court ruling in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld—include: the creation of pre-trial, trial,
and post-trial procedures, including elements of proof (other than the requirement
for a full and fair trial, there were relatively few procedural rules in the Bush military
commission process); the creation of a military judge (there was no judge in the
original military commission); and the right to appeal to the us Supreme Court (after
appealing to a newly created Court of Military Commission Review and District of
Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals). A newly created Manual for Military Commissions,
United States (2010 edition), consisting of more than 250 pages of text, and modelled
closely on the Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, also had been created by the
Defense Department to ensure that the new military commissions operate more like
ordinary courts martial.62
Was the performance in Guantánamo Bay from 2003 to 2004 a ‘hit’ or a ‘miss’? Let
us hear from the critics. Given the Supreme Court’s ruling in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, it
was a ‘miss’ in terms of how many terrorists were convicted of war crimes during the
period. It was also a ‘flop’ in the sense that the military commission process created by
President Bush was declared to be legally deficient. Was the performance a victory in
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the court of public opinion? The jury are still out and the answer to this question will
have to wait until more commissions are completed at Guantánamo Bay.
Despite these theatrical failures, however, it is clear that the Guantánamo
performance succeeded in at least three areas. First, the selection of Hamdan, al Bahlul,
al Qosi and Hicks as defendants was a success, in that all four men were eventually
tried and convicted. Second, the theory of liability adopted by the prosecution remains
intact. Third and finally, the United States government continues to support the
legality of military commission trials for terrorists who attack the United States and
its allies; the administration of President Barack Obama appears just as committed as
its Republican predecessor to holding military tribunals for terrorists (albeit not at
Guantánamo Bay).
What happened to the defendants initially selected for prosecution? In March 2007,
David Hicks pleaded guilty and was sentenced to seven years in jail. He served nine
months in Australia and was released.63 In August 2008, Salim Hamdan was convicted
by a military commission of providing material support to terrorism and sentenced to
five and a half years’ imprisonment. He returned to Yemen to serve his sentence and
was released in 2009.64 Al Bahlul was convicted by a military commission in 2008, and
sentenced to life imprisonment.65 As for al Qosi, he pleaded guilty in July 2008 and
was sentenced the following month to fourteen years in jail.66 Finally, in October
2010, Canadian citizen Omar Khadr pleaded guilty to murder in violation of the law of
war and other related offences and was sentenced to forty years’ imprisonment. He
will serve all but one year of his sentence in Canada.67
Colonel Borch was dismissed from his position after one year in the job. Two Air
Force lawyers, Major Rob Preston and Captain John Carr, convinced that the military
commission process was unfair and mismanaged, accused Borch of wrongdoing.
In an email message sent to the Chief Prosecutor, the two attorneys ‘accused fellow
prosecutors of ignoring torture allegations, failing to protect exculpatory information,
and withholding information from superiors’.68 An investigation into their allegations
concluded that their claims were without merit, but retired Major General John
D. Altenburg, Jr., who had recently replaced Wolfowitz as the Appointing Authority,
decided that it would be best for the prosecution team if Preston, Carr and Borch went
elsewhere.69 Colonel Borch retired from active duty the following year.
Some final thoughts about ‘Guantánamo as Theatre’. Regardless of what happened
between 2003 and 2004, the basic questions remain: how do we balance freedom with
safety? How do we design a legal system that balances the requirement for full and
fair trials with national security needs in an on-going war on terrorism? The new
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commissions created by the us Congress will have to wrestle with these questions and
try to arrive at a satisfactory answer.
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Secretary of Defense.
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Can an Air Force colonel help the detainees at Guantanamo?’, The New Yorker (4 February
2004), pp. 36–52.
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action of the drama’, Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary. 2nd ed. (New York: Random House,
1998), p. 367. In terms of the Guantanamo drama, the idea was that all prosecutors and
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Department of Defence News Release No. 0179–08, Charges Referred Against Detainee Al
Qosi (5 March 2008), www.defence.gov/Releases/Release.aspx?ReleaseID=11735. Retrieved
12 December 2011.
Indictment, United States v. David Matthew Hicks, June 2004, reprinted in Leigh Sales,
Detainee 002: The Case of David Hicks (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press 2007),
Appendix ii, pp. 256–260.
Sales, Detainee 002, pp. 26–27.
The members of the Office of the Chief Prosecutor who were chiefly involved in
formulating the prosecution strategy were Navy Commander Scott M. Lang (serving as
Deputy Chief Prosecutor), Marine Corps Majors Kurt J. Brubaker and Stuart Couch, Air
Force Majors Thomas A. Dukes and Robert J. Preston, and Army Captain Ronald Sullivan.
Military Order, sec. 2(a)(1)(ii).
The Abu Sayyaf Group (asg) is located in the Philippines and emerged in the 1990s when
it split off from the larger Moro National Liberation Front. The asg’s goal is to establish
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Jemaah Islamiya (‘Islamic Congregation’) was founded in Indonesia in 1993. Its goal is
to establish an Islamic caliphate in Southeast Asia. Jemaah Islamiya is best known for
carrying out a terrorist car bombing on the island of Bali in October 2002; this attack
killed more than 200 people.
Lashkar-e-Tayyiba (let) operates mainly from Pakistan and has training camps in
Pakistan-controlled Kashmir. let’s primary goal is to liberate Muslims living in Indian
Kashmir; its members have carried out numerous terrorist attacks against India.
Formed in Egypt as the Islamic Jihad (eij), the group was created to overthrow the
Egyptian government and replace it with an Islamic state. In the 1990s, the eij was led
by Dr. Ayman al-Zawahiri, a surgeon who later became bin Laden’s personal physician.
After the death of bin Laden, Al Zawahiri took command of Al Qaeda.
The Armed Islamic Group (gia) was organised to overthrow the government of Algeria
and replace it with an Islamic state. Between 1992 and 1998, the gia killed hundreds of
civilians by assassination and bombings in Algeria.
The terrorist groups identified here were representative only; other groups (not known
or in existence) could be members of the conspiracy, or join it.
In Anglo-American jurisprudence, criminal liability generally requires mens rea (intent),
plus an act; mere status is insufficient. For example, the us Supreme Court has held that
while it is lawful to make using drugs a crime, it is not lawful to make it a crime to be
addicted to drugs. See Robinson v. California, 370 United States 666 (1962). Similarly, at the
Nuremberg war crimes prosecutions, while the United States concurred with the Soviets
and others that the Nazi Schutzstaffel (ss) was a ‘criminal organisation’, it resisted efforts
to punish individual ss members simply for membership of the ss and instead looked
for a criminal act or acts by an ss member as a predicate for criminal liability.
Military Commission Instruction No. 2 specified the offences triable by a military
commission created pursuant to Bush’s Military Order of 13 November 2001. The
instruction was published on 30 April 2003.
Al-Zawahari, also known as ‘The Doctor’ was born in Egypt in 1951. He merged his
Egyptian Islamic Jihad organisation with bin Laden’s Al Qaeda in 1998 and is sometimes
described as the ‘brains’ of Al Qaeda. After the death of bin Laden in May 2011, Zawahari
took command of Al Qaeda.
Gary D. Solis, The Law of Armed Conflict: International Humanitarian Law in War (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2010), p. 206.
No one knows better than William Shakespeare that bad timing can cause an actor,
director or producer to miss his moment:
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We at the height are ready to decline.
There is a tide in the affairs of men
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries.
On such a full sea are we now afloat,
And we must take the current when it serves,
Or lose our ventures.
Julius Caesar, Act iv, Scene iii, lines 215–221.
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